A) Room Planning

Possible use on walls, corners and ceilings. Straight as well as curved applications.

Choice of milling (here: dukta® Linar) and material (Multiplex).

B) Planning the appropriate mounting accessories

DU.AB03 (quarter arch) were used for the curved parts and the metal moulding DU.ML40 for the straight parts. For fixing the straight mounting moulding DU.ML07 was used.

C) The Assembly

1) Cut sheets into the desired shape if necessary, (for example, flat dowels) and glue.

2) Format panels in the desired size.
3) Construction of the substructure using the Quarter arch DU.AB03 (multiplex) and the mounting moulding DU.ML07 (stripwood from Spruce raw)

4) Assembly of the metal moulding DU.ML40 by means of screws 3,5x35mm on the arches DU.AB03

Fill the cavity with wool, foam, etc

5) Insert the Dukta panels into the metal moulding and secure them by means of headless pins

finished